Version History
CR#

Description

Version 2.0.24, Dec-20-2018

5906

Fixed: filtering items in the Cascading LookApp column is not populating any values

Version 2.0.22, Apr-09-2018
5674

Improved: Performance improvements in IE/Firefox

Version 2.0.21, Feb-15-2018
5000A

Fixed: When additional filters from the lookup list displayed + kwizcom forms used - the lookup field
stretches.

Version 2.0.20, Jan-12-2018
5561

Fixed: cascading lookAPP sometimes unable to detect document libraries that it is launched in

Version 2.0.17, Nov-09-2017
5473

Added: Improve item removal time from multi-select lookup.

Version 2.0.16, Oct-16-2017
5434

Fixed: Cascading filter breaks when double clicking to remove item

Version 2.0.15, Aug-11-2017
5393

Fixed: If a master field is ordered after a slave field, the cascading filter will not work.

Version 2.0.14, Jun-29-2017
5299

Improved: Enable user filter lookApp field's items by other column values from the target list in run-time.

5337

Fixed: Disable "Save" button in the app settings page for contributors.

Version 2.0.12, May-08-2017
5028

Fixed: Cascading LookAPP in a document library causes new Word documents opened in the client to
show an error

5267

Improved: Enable Cascading LookApp itself to all content types and to the default view.

5300

Fixed: Multiple selection on a cascading lookapp field is not working

Version 2.0.08, Mar-17-2017
4891

Fixed: Cascading Lookapp columns do not refresh "does not equal" hide rules.

Version 2.0.07, Feb-16-2016

CR#

Description

4807

Fixed: Long item names cause cascading dropdown to render outside of frame

4852

Fixed: Having a vertical scrollbar in a frame interferes with the way the dropdown menu is rendered in
cascading lookapp

Version 2.0.05, Nov-11-2015
4745

Fixed: Fix script load order.

Version 2.0.00, Feb-20-2015
4378A Added: Support large lists, display the last 5000 items of a throttled list
4378B Added: If a dropdown has more than 500 items, opening it will show a search box
Version 1.0, Nov-06-2013 - Base version

